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The Pines School is in the Northern suburbs of Adelaide. We are a category 3 school. Our values are belonging, respect and
engagement in learning/fun with wellbeing a high priority. The Pines School operates as a co-operative campus:
CPC/Pre-School, Reception to Year 7 and an R-7 New Arrivals program (IELC).
Strong relationships with our community are a high priority.
Before and after school care, OSHC is provided on site by a private OSHC provider, Happy Haven. The Pines School is
enriched by our diverse cultural student population, of over 50 cultures and has a strong commitment to the development of an
inclusive learning environment. The Pines School is an innovative site with a focus on developing powerful learners with growth
mindsets and high achievement.
The Pines School was once again recognised as a “High Achiever School” in The Premier’s Be-Active Challenge. A small
group of children traveled to ETSA Park to receive the $1000 prize, two students had their photo taken with The Minister of
Education Susan Close. Thank you to Mr Williamson and to Mr Bailey for transporting our children to Santos Stadium.
We participated in many SAPSASA District Competitions throughout the year and had children representing our district in
Swimming, Football, Netball, Tennis and Cricket. Thank you to Mr Eldridge for providing these opportunities for our children.
Sports Day continues to be a much anticipated event on the school calendar with maximum participation from all of our
students R-7.Teachers also got into the competitive spirit and challenged the house captains to a “match race”. The end result
was too close to call.
The IELC students participated in a New Arrivals Cricket carnival at Park 25 in Adelaide. Judging by the smiles on all the
children’s faces everyone had a fantastic day.
Students again participated in the Premiers Reading Challenge with great success this year. Medals were presented to
participating students. Reading is a priority at our school and we encourage every child to read at home each night. Research
shows that 10 minutes reading regularly at home, four or more days a week, assists students to make significant reading
progress. Reading also assists vocabulary and spelling improvement.
The Big Splash was again very popular with all students and we were lucky to have a beautiful day weather wise, making it an
unforgettable event for the whole school community.
Many special school activities were well attended by our school community including Dad's/Mum's day, Grandparents Day and
performances at the Preschool. Book week, Grandparents Day and school concerts were also enjoyed by those who attended.
Fundraising has been successful again this year with a total of $7,996.96 raised by the Fundraising Committee. The Walkathon
was the highest money raiser with a total of $5,415 enthusiastically raised by students and families, after an energetic
afternoon of walking and running.
The school choir performed at The Festival of Music concert at the Adelaide Entertainment Centre. The choir was composed
of year 5,6 and 7 students who met weekly to learn an extensive repertoire of songs and thirty four members of the choir
performed at the AEC. It was a uplifting experience for all those involved.
Thank you to our Groundsman Mark, for all his hard work with our school gardens and growing lovely fresh produce that is
used in our canteen. Mark also works with some students and they really enjoy assisting with the gardening and learning about
caring for the environment.
Thank you to our canteen manager Sue and the volunteers in the canteen who do such an excellent job.
Our school is committed to caring for our environment and our recycling has been successful. Money raised from recycling is
used for school projects.
Thank you to Caroline our CPS worker, who organises activities/support for our students, as well as volunteers for Breakfast
Club. Breakfast is extremely important for learning. It's great to have support by organisations to allow us to supply breakfast
twice a week to our students.
Thank you to our Governing Council Members for their work, supporting the school community in 2017. Thank you to retiring
Governing Council member Olimpia Sobor.

Governing Council Report from 2017 meetings

Items discussed at the AGM included the School Annual Report, reports including those from the Principal, Finance and
Student Voice.
At Governing Council meetings the following reports were presented:
Principal
Finance
Student Voice
Fundraising
Canteen
OSHC
The Site Improvement Plan was explained and discussed at a number of meetings. NAPLAN tests were held and results,
including areas for improvement and successful achievement discussed.
The Site Improvement team, includes some members of Governing Council. This team oversees,monitors and reviews the Site
Improvement Plan.
Governing Council discussed the schools ongoing financial position and made decisions in relation to expenditure and changes
to budgets and ratified the school’s budget.
The issue of parking around the school zone has been discussed on a number of times. We are trying to work with DECD and
the Salisbury Council to see how this issue can be solved. The council have already made the front of the school a drop off/pick
up zone and we are working to help enforce this with parents.
We also discussed the large fig tree in the school grounds after it was found that it was causing damage to the pipes going to a
toilet block, as well as to the foundations and roof-line of the GLA. DECD was consulted about the damage and a report was
prepared by an Engineer in relation to future damage the tree would cause. It was decided that the tree would be removed
during the Christmas holidays.
The OSHC committee sat down once again for procurement meetings and read tenders before granting a 3 year + 3 + 3
contract to Happy Haven.
Thank you to all parents who have volunteered their time to be a part of the Governing Council.

The Pines School Based Preschool-Quality Improvement Planning Some key improvements and achievements during 2017 in Areas 1-5
Quality Area 1: Educational program and practice
• Staff used the Literacy and Numeracy Indicators in learning stories and Statement of Learning reports.
• We continued use of PASM (Phonological Awareness Skill Mapping) to track, monitor and identify children’s phonological
awareness progress. We continued the implementation of Ann Baker’s 4 Top 5 of Numeracy to track and monitor children’s
numeracy understandings. We implemented Mini Mark-It (a web based data collection system) to track, monitor and inform
planning. This system involves inputting each child’s observations based on the 5 learning outcomes, learning stories, reports
and also the transfer of 4 Top 5 and PASM.
•We commenced gathering information and acquiring strategies of Reggio Emilia principles, to enhance the Preschool learning
environment for children to become active explorers and thinkers (powerful learners).
Quality Area 2: Children’s health and safety
• Informed all families about the new DECD policy of ‘Protecting children from vaccine preventable diseases.” At the time of
enrolment, parents are required to provide their child’s immunisation records.
• Each term the Child and Family Health Service (CAFHS) provide families with an opportunity to utilize their service (4 year old
health check) located at the Preschool. Our Nutrition policy was reviewed and passed through Governing Council.
• We continued to work with the School Groundsman (Mark) to beautify our outdoor area and establish a vegetable garden. We
have used the fresh produce from our garden for cooking, promoting healthy eating and also care/respect for our environment.
Quality Area 3: Physical environment
• We continued to promote and embed sustainable practices as part of the children’s daily routine, such as sorting waste and
food scraps in the correct bins. We have consulted with LCS Landscapers to re-develop the outdoor learning environment.
Concepts plans have been developed.
Quality Area 4: Staffing arrangement
• Staff participated in critical reflection on planning and the establishment of group norms.
• As a team, we have continued professional discussions and meetings in regards to the National Quality Standards (NQS),
Quality Improvement Plan (QIP) and Early Years Learning Framework (EYLF).
• Full time permanent teacher position was advertised for continuity.
Quality Area 5: Relationships with children
• We have continued the social skills “You Can Do It” program for children to develop dispositions of resilience, confidence,
organisation, persistence and social competence.
• We have continued to encourage children to use their ‘voice’ in the Preschool, which provides valuable information about our
programming and set up of the learning environment. Children have been actively involved in our ‘learning journals’ for critical
reflection on learning.

Literacy and Numeracy improvement was a major focus in the school. It was good to see continual improvement in academics
and student confidence. Students set goals and teachers worked collaboratively with students to achieve these goals. Literacy
block with an emphasis on guided reading and writing, as well as Numeracy development using the Big Ideas in Number were
high priorities across the school.
Data tracked each child's progress and informed teaching programs. Intervention including Macqlit, Multilit, Minilit, Big Ideas,
Quicksmart, Smart Lite assisted students accelerate their learning progress across the school. The focus in 2017 was
assisting every child achieve their potential with continuous growth in learning to ensure improvement. The school invests
heavily in intervention which is tailored for each child and group according to their needs. Intervention, differentiation and
improved pedagogy has assisted high levels of growth across Reception to Year 7.
Literacy continued to be a focus for the school in 2017. The Literacy Blocks in each classroom continued with teachers
receiving training in guided reading and writing as required. Many new staff were trained and mentored to enable smooth
implementation of The English Agreement across the school.
Guided reading was embedded across year levels with students being explicitly taught reading and comprehension skills.
Students in years 3-7 undertook the PAT-R test in term 3 and the results showed continued growth across all year levels in
comparison to the previous three years. The year 3, 4 and 5 students also showed higher growth than the Australian mean
score. Year 6 and 7 students scored very close to the Australian mean. All year levels scored higher than the DECD mean.
Running records have been used across the school from levels 1-30 as a measure to determine reading accuracy and
comprehension. From the running records we are able to determine what students need to focus on in the future to improve
reading.
The Premier’s Reading Challenge was successfully completed by most students again this year. Students read many, many
books and received certificates and medals acknowledging their efforts.
The EALD program was changed this year to align with DECD recommendations. Students were withdrawn less and whole
class practice in writing was the focus for EALD teachers. A permanent position was advertised with an EALD component and
that position was won by Rotha Sovann. Students identified for assistance received support in their class.
Staff training in staff meeting, as well as Pupil Free Days included training in Pedagogy to Develop Powerful Learners, Growth
Mindset, Seven steps to writing success, STEM strategies, Language and Literacy Levels, Trauma Training, Spelling:
(Strategies from Words Their Way), using PAT-R and PAT-M results to inform planning, Maths- Assessment using proficiency
strands, Learning Design and Moderation and Big Ideas in Number. Support was also provided with release for teachers to
work with a coach or with peers to implement new learning.
The School invested in a 0.1 salary to pay for our Partnership Senior Leader in Learning Improvement to work with teachers
sharing practice in groups, implementing learning design and moderation. This work will continue in 2018.
To improve learning outcomes for all, we focused PD on “Transforming Tasks”. This focused on giving teachers strategies
when planning for learning to include opportunities for students to become critical and creative thinkers with problem solving.
Staff received several training sessions in Best Practice in Maths, including The Big Ideas in Number. A leader also mentored
new teachers and SSOs and assisted staff implement a range of intervention programs.

At The Pines our aim is for all students to make growth in their learning across all curriculum areas. We map each child's
growth in many areas of Literacy and Numeracy, using teacher judgment, standardised and State/ National standards. Our data
is very comprehensive and allows us to work out where each child is in their learning. Termly/ yearly growth provides
information about which children require intervention and what areas they require intervention in. NAPLAN growth and
achievement is one of the areas we investigate and use.
In NAPLAN once again in 2017 we recorded pleasing results.
In Year 3, 62% of our students were in the higher bands in reading and 48% were in the higher bands in Numeracy. This was
an improvement on previous years.
Progress between tests, measuring student growth over two years, was once again pleasing in both Reading and Numeracy.
In Reading between Year 3 and 5 only 7% of students made low growth compared to the State average 25%, 60% made
middle progress and 33% made high progress. In Numeracy only 10% of students made low progress, with 50% making
medium progress and 40% making high progress between tests.
Moving our students to higher bands has been a priority . We have been working on continuously improving this. In Year 3
Reading we had 62% of students in the Upper 2 bands and 48% of students in Numeracy in the upper 2 bands. This was an
improvement and a very good result.
In Year 3 our school mean was above the State and National mean in every area- Reading,Writing, Grammar, Spelling and
Numeracy, an excellent result.
Progress between year 5 and 7 tests in Reading showed that there were only 10% of students in low progress (State average
25%), 59% in medium progress and 31% in high progress. In Numeracy 18% were in low progress, 50% in medium progress
and 32% demonstrated high progress between tests.
In Year 5 Reading, 41% of our students scored in the top 2 bands and 29% scored in the top two bands in Numeracy. This was
also an improvement on our average from previous years.
In Year 7, 13% of students scored in the top 2 bands in Reading and 21% scored in the top 2 bands in Numeracy. This was an
improvement on our average over years and an area we will continue to develop. In Year 7 NAPLAN we had the highest mean
in 2017, when compared to our means in 2015 and 2016.
Continual growth for every child, every year and maintaining our students in the top 2 bands is a priority for us.
The average score of students in year 3/5 at The Pines School exceeded the National Average in all areas of NAPLAN.
The average score of students in year 7 at The Pines School exceeded the State Average in all areas of NAPLAN.

In 2017, the staff at The Pines School continued to follow our attendance policy and procedures, to ensure that all
students’ attendance was monitored, recorded and that we communicated and connected with our families on a
regular basis.
Our whole-school attendance for 2017 was 92.8%.
This was a 0.1% improvement from the previous year.
Family holidays and students visiting family overseas influenced our attendance.
The DECD target for 2018 is 95%.
We are hoping to improve our attendance and reach 93% or greater whole-school attendance in 2018.

Preschool enrolments have increased over time and we have had continued family support for our Pre School.
Our Preschool enrolment in 2017 was 100 children. Demand for Preschool places at our Preschool has continued
to be very high.
Increasing enrolments meant that the CPC required a DECD Waiver to increase its capacity to 100 students.
At the beginning of term 1, due to community demand, the preschool received waivers from DECD to increase to
95 then to 100 children.
In 2017, we began the year at full capacity with 100 children from diverse cultural groups. As well, children with
developmental delay were supported and referred to DECD for extra assistance as required.
In 2017, ten children were referred for bilingual support. The Bilingual Support Workers supported the children to
acquire vocabulary and understandings in the English language.
Three children at the Preschool were successfully placed in The Pines School Intensive English Class.

Classes worked hard to establish positive class cultures. Students developed positive relationships with peers and
students from other classes.
A number of improvements can be seen in our data in regards to student behaviour. Despite a significant increase
in student enrolment from 2016, there was a notable decrease in the number of students involved in violent
incidents in 2017.
We have continued to maintain a strong focus on Growth Mindset, Powerful Learners and The Learning Pit. Staff
have also worked hard, to implement effective pedagogies in both Literacy and Numeracy and follow whole-school
agreements; to ensure consistency and continuity across the site.
Staff also used Restorative Practices, Goal Setting and Program Achieve.

The school obtains feedback from students, staff and families in a number of ways including Parent/ Teacher interviews, surveys, formal and informal discussions.
Highlights from Reception-Year 3 Student Survey (250 students participated)
- 99.6% of students thought that they tried their best at school
- 99.2% of students felt that they had a friend to play with at lunch time
- 99.2% of students like our school
- 97.2% feel that their teacher cares about them
Highlights from the Year 4-Year 7 Student Survey (225 students participated)
- 96.9% of students felt safe at school
- 96.9% of students felt that teachers listened to them and valued their opinion
- 98.6% of students felt they knew how to help a friend that was worried or upset
- 93.6% of students felt that they had a ‘Growth Mindset.’
Student Voice is an area we will continue to expand in 2018.
From the Parent/Caregiver verbal and written feedback, families were positive about student wellbeing, student
behaviour, learning for their child, feedback they received from the leadership team and staff, learning
improvement, communication, the school taking parent opinions seriously and the school environment.
Families indicated that their children were talking to them about their learning and how to develop a growth
mindset.
Communication from teachers to families and leadership staff to families, was recognised as very important and
appreciated. Continuing to ensure good communication was seen as a priority by families.
We continue to work in partnership with our families. Some suggestions from our Parent/ Caregiver survey
includedA suggestion from a parent asking for a workshops for parents to inform them about supports including NDIS
available for children.
Another parent suggested Science play and interest groups be established and another parent was nterested in
the school having a School sports team.
The staff survey was completed by 43 staff.
100% of staff agreed that our school was strongly focused on learning, which was the same result as in 2016.
100% of staff agreed*that relationships between staff and students were respectful, this was an improvement by 6%.
*that our school makes a difference to improving learning outcomes.
*Almost all teachers, except for 1, agreed that improving students social and emotional skills improved their
learning.
*90% of staff believed they had developed their literacy and numeracy practice and 85% of staff felt acknowledged
for their work.
*91% of staff agreed that our staff work as a team.
*69% felt that training and development had been relevant to their work, 9% did not know and 22% did not believe
it had been relevant .
*83% of staff agreed that Leadership staff offer Training and development to improve staff knowledge and skills.
*87% of teaching staff agreed that the English Block had been successful in their class, with 13% indicating that
they didn't know.
*87% of staff felt that our school communicated in a variety of ways to meet the diverse needs of the community.
With the continued growth of the school staff to over 80 staff in 2017,examining and streamlining communication
structures will be ongoing.
A number of strategies were suggested by staff in the staff survey for improving communication, these suggestions
will be further discussed by the leadership team.
Other suggestions from staff will also be discussed at a Leadership meeting in term 1, 2018.

Over 80% of children from our Preschool choose to begin in Reception in our school.
As well, children from other Preschools/ Children Centres choose our school.
This has seen our Receptions classes increase to four with approx. 90 children beginning in Reception at the school
each year.
As shown in the above tables we do experience some movement of students to interstate and other government
schools, when families move or children transition to High School.
Our school has been growing by 2 to 3 classes each year, so sustained growth has shown we have more children
enrolling than leaving.
We also have had a number of children enrolling in our school from the private system each year.

The School is compliant and follows the DECD requirements.
It is a DECD requirement that all Governing Council members, volunteers in both the school & canteen, SSO's, other
support personnel and teachers have a current Child Related Employment Screening.
Approved screening clearances are valid for three years from notification of approval. Teacher screening is done as
part of their yearly registration.
SSOs & volunteers are required to apply on line. They need to supply the verifying officer with name, DOB etc. & this
info will be entered in DCSI system to commence the application procedure.

$6,915,714

$4,500
$198,044
$7,997
$544,793

Targeted students received one to one support, social skills assistance and
behaviour modification with Individual plans. SSO support , yard and class
assistance was provided to re-engage students in their learning.

Most students receiving extra
support were re-engaged in class
learning programs

EALD funding supported students in class with a EALD teacher and SSO working
with students and teachers to ensure best practice. Some EALD learners also
received 1:1 support. Writing was a focus for improvement.

NAPLAN,Language and Literacy
levels and RR levels have
demonstrated improvement.

Students are supported by a Special Education teacher and SSO in line with the
needs on their NEPs. The Special ED teachers works with staff to assist
differentiation for students with disabilities.

Growth in learning as demonstrated
through termly data and NEP goal
achievement

AET and ACEO and the Leadership team ensure support for Aboriginal students.
Student data including attendance, Literacy and Numeracy data is monitored
regularly and growth in learning mapped. ATSI students receive school support
and APAS tutoring in Mini Lit ( JP), Macqlit or Multilit as well as Numeracy
intervention through the Big Ideas in Number, Smart Lite and Quicksmart.
An ATSI learning community operates each week, students learn about their
culture and receive support in either literacy or numeracy. As well,students work
in collaborative groups supporting each other.

Our data indicates that if ATSI
students regularly attend, our
intervention and tutoring is very
effective. The growth of each
student is mapped termly .

Teachers received training to implement the Aust Curriculum

School funded an extra class. Whole school support and Intervention programs
were funded across the school. Training for staff to differentiate effectively for
students needs was a priority.

School results demonstrate
improved areas in the School
Improvement report.

The Primary School Counsellor's role supported students and their families across Improved wellbeing outcomes.
the school. Support for students included working with teachers and
Improved student behaviour and
inter-agencies to support students.
engagement.

2017 funding was used to improve outcomes for Numeracy and Literacy.
Training in and implementation of PASM and the Top 5 in Numeracy for Preschool staff. Play
based programs to develop phonological awareness and skills in Number were introduced for
all Preschool students.
Release for staff to plan together and investigate practice in both Literacy and Numeracy.
In Numeracy, a Coach worked with Preschool staff and children, collaboratively demonstrating
play based number activities to assist development.

Improved tracking of children's
development.

In the Preschool, students were referred to DECD Student Support/Disability Services for
assessment. A number of these children had significant needs- Behaviour, Autism and Global
Delay. These children were given high levels of support.
SSOs and teachers delivered Speech and individualised learning programs.
Differentiated teaching and intervention support was provided for all students with disabilities.

Development of students was mapped
and recorded in the Preschool
MiniMARKiT database.
Data showed the learning progress for
each child with a disability.

A number of children were referred for bilingual support, reflecting our diverse community of
over 50 cultures.
Of the children referred only some were able to access support, due to funding and the
availability of workers.

Our bilingual workers support children in
the Preschool by fostering their home
language and English understanding.
This supports confidence and settling
into the Preschool.

Children made pleasing progress in
Phonological skills and in Number.
This data was transferred to Reception
teachers in 2018.

